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ABSTRACT

Automated damage testing of KDP using LLNL’s Zeus automated damage test systemI has allowed the statistics of KDP bulk
damage to be investigated. Samples are now characterized by the cumulative damage probability curve, or S-curve, that is
generated from hundreds of individual test sites per sample. A HeNe laser/PMT scatter diagnostic is used to determine the
onset of damage at each test site. The nature of KDP bulk damage is such that each scatter signal may possess many different
indicators of a damage event. Because of this, the determination of the initial onset for each scatter trace is not a
straightforward affair and has required considerable manual analysis. The amount of testing required by crystal development
for the National Ignition Facility (NIF) has made it impractical to continue analysis by hand. Because of this, we have
developed and implemented algorithms for analyzing the scatter traces by computer.

We discuss the signal cleaning algorithms and damage determination criteria that have lead to the successful implementation
of a LabView based analysis code. For the typical R/1 damage data set, the program can find the correct damage onset in
more than 80% of the cases, with the remaining 20% being left to operator determination. The potential time savings for
data analysis is on the order of ~I00X over manual analysis and is expected to result in the savings of at least 400 man-hours
over the next 3 years of NIF quality assurance testing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Construction of the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has promoted
intensive investigation into the manifestations of laser damage in the optical components of the laser. The DKDP triple
harmonic generation crystal (THG, tripler) has been identified as a component that may be particularly susceptible to laser
damage because it will be subjected to high average fluences. As a result, a significant effort to improve the damage
performance of DKDP has been undertaken. This effort has yielded improved crystals through the use of continuous solution
filtration, ultra-high purity starting salts and a number of other growth parameters. In order to give the crystal growers more
complete feedback regarding the damage performance of their crystals, improved damage test technology was also required.
The need for rapid turnaround with a statistically large number of test sites on the sample led to the development of the ZEUS
automated damage test system~. This system consists of a commercially available, table-top Nd:YAG system operating
primarily at 355 nm (30)). Damage is detected by a photomultiplier tube that measures changes in the scatter signal from 
HeNe laser that is co-linear to the 3o) damage beam. The system can test approximately 100 sites/hour. While we have
automated damage detection and test execution, one area requiring direct operator involvement was the post-test analysis of the
damage scatter traces, since damage onset and evolution can show substantial variability. Direct operator analysis of the
individual damage traces is not a problem for small numbers of tests, however, prolonged analysis can result in a high level
of tedium resulting in loss of objectivity and efficiency. Despite the signal variability in the damage trace data, determination
of the individual damage onsets does lend itself to automation with the potential to save considerable amounts of time
compared to that half hour required for manual analysis of the scatter traces. In the following sections we describe details of
the ZEUS damage tester and the requirements for automated determination of the local threshold at a damage test site.

1.1 The ZEUS automated damage test system

The ZEUS damage test facility is a frequency tripled, 2 Joule Nd:YAG laser operating at 10 Hz with a 7.6 ns, 360 pulse. It is
capable of delivering 100 J/cm2 of 30) light in a 700 micron (FW@ 1/e2) spot to the sample. Operation of the system is via
















